DEPLOYING BACKPACK STRAPS

Step 1: Completely unzip the panel covering the backpack straps.

Step 2: Pull the panel down and under the wheel housings at the bottom of the bag.

Step 3: Tightly attach the panel in place with the hook and loop, on the bottom of the bag.

Step 4: Untuck the backpack straps from the pocket and adjust as needed for proper fit. Reinsert the backpack straps into the pocket to use the backpack as a rolling bag.

EXTENDABLE HANDLE

Open the zipper flap on top of the Airport TakeOff V2.0 to reveal the extendable handle. To raise the handle, press and hold the button on the middle of the handle and simultaneously raise the handle completely. The release button must always be held down for the handle to be fully extended or retracted.

ADJUSTABLE STERNUM STRAP

The sternum strap adjusts up and down, along the blue rails on the backpack straps.

SECURITY CABLE AND LOCK

The cable and lock are inside the side pocket of the Airport TakeOff V2.0. They are used to lock the main compartment zippers and secure an optional laptop slip case, such as the Artificial Intelligence 15 or 17, when it is stored in the front pocket.

SETTING THE LOCK COMBINATION

The lock combination default setting is 0-0-0. To reset the combination, use a pen to press the small release button, on the side of the lock, until it clicks. Release the button and set the desired 3 digit combination. Be sure that each digit is centered precisely in the spaces. Press the locking clasp inward until it clicks to confirm the new combination.
Airport TakeOff V2.0 Instructions

For more information please visit: www.thinktankphoto.com

CARRYING A TRIPOD OR MONOPOD

**Step 1:** A tripod or monopod can be carried on the side of the Airport TakeOff V2.0 by using the straps and tripod cup included with the bag. The tripod cup is only necessary to use for tripods with bulky leg releases. The stretchable side pocket on the Airport TakeOff V2.0 can fit two legs of tripods with compact leg.

**Step 2:** Insert the tripod straps horizontally, above and below the triglide buckle that is fixed on the side of the Airport TakeOff V2.0. There is hook and loop on each tripod strap and the corresponding placement slot to prevent the straps from sliding out, when unclipped.

**Step 3:** The tripod cup attaches to the fixed triglide buckle on the side of the Airport TakeOff V2.0. Thread the open end of the tripod cup strap, up through the triglide.

**Step 4:** To secure the tripod cup in place, double over the loose end of the strap and insert it into the bottom side of the triglide.

**Step 5:** A monopod can be carried in the stretchable side pocket and stabilized near the top of the bag with the included monopod strap.

RAIN COVER ATTACHMENT

**Step 1:** Place front feet through holes in rain cover and pull rain cover to the top of the roller.

**Step 2:** Detach the hook/loop panel at the top of the bag. Place retractable handle through slot and tighten rain cover.

**Step 3:** Re-attach hook/loop panel between retractable handle tubes and tighten drawstring to secure the rain cover.

HANDLE USE

Due to the weight of video and photographic equipment, we recommend that you **do not lift the roller off ground or pull up stairs by the aluminum handle system**. Please use the fabric handle on top of the bag itself.
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